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What we’ll cover today 
•  What is Google Analytics? 

•  Setting up Tracking and Basic reports  

•  Goal setting 

•  Segments  

•  How do report out on Google Analytics findings 
(creating your own insights from data) 

•  Other analytics to watch (Facebook + Twitter 
insights)  

•  If we have time: Brief intro into events and advanced 
tracking  



About me 

•  My name is Michaela 
Davies  

•  I run the digital marketing at 
St. Paul’s Foundation  

•  I wrote my masters thesis 
on the psychological effects 
of mood-targeted Facebook 
Advertisements 



Facebook knows you got dumped 
and is profiting from it.  



Your turn!  

1.  Your name 

2.  What project you’ll be applying your new Google Analytics 
skills to 

3.  How would you describe your online behaviors? Do you shop 
online? Donate money online?  

 

 



A very long quote 

“Digital analytics is the analysis of qualitative and quantitative 
data from your business and the competition to drive a 

continual improvement of the online experience that your 
customers and potential customers have which translates to 

your desired outcomes (both online and offline).”  

- Avinash Kaushik (Digital Marking “Thought Leader”)  



A shorter quote 

“Digital analytics is collecting, measuring, and telling a co-worker, boss or a 
very un-interested friend or family member the following: who is visiting 
your online property, how long they are visiting for, and what they are 
doing there, among many other very cool things.” 

- Michaela Davies (Thought Follower) 



Your GA strategy 

Website goals should be  

•  Specific 

•  Measurable 

•  Tied to organizational goals  

 



Google Analytics leads to... 

•  SEO 

•  Google Adwords (PPC) 

•  Web Content and Strategy  

•  Marketing  

•  Impressing yourself/your boss with data driven decisions 

•  Optimizing your site for more digital conversions (the user doing 
what you want them to do)    



Steps to a digital conversion 



Micro vs macro conversion 

•  Which one to you think is making a sale, and which do you think is getting 
an email address to sign up for a newsletter?  

•  Should you measure both? 

•  How the heck should you report out on these new findings? 

 



Installing Google Analytics 



Get the tracking code into your 
website 

WordPress  
Google Analytics By Yoast Plugin  
 
Other 
Copy and paste the code into the <head> 
of every page on your website. 





  First look at Google Analytics  



Account/Property/View 



Views 

Account 
one 

Unfiltered 
View 

Master 
View Test View 

Property 
One 



Create a test view 



Creating a new view 



Filtering a View 



Filtering a View 



Reports 



Now it’s your turn J 



Session 



Pages per session 



Bounce Rate 



Reasons for a high bounce rate 





Average session duration 



Reports to see user behavior 





Dashboard Confessional 



Make your own dashboard 



Make your own dashboard 



Make your own dashboard 



Those were the basics.  



Export your dashboard 



Reporting  





What makes a report so cool?
Segments! 



Segments  



Segments 



Go ahead! Make a Segment! 



Goals 



Funnel! Remember that from the 
Steps to a digital conversion? 



Reminder: Conversion Rate 



The funnel  



The funnel  



Goals 



Goals 



Goals 



Goals 



Goals 



Set some goals!  



What is a tag?  

How to add tags to your site: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRvbFpeZ11Y 

 

 

More advanced: Google Tag 
Manager 





Annotation  



Alerts!  



Alerts!  













Cool Links Bro 

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/gallery/#landing/start/ 

https://support.google.com/analytics 

 https://moz.com/ugc/5-insightful-google-analytics-dashboards 

 

 

 



Post Class Video : YouTube 



http://camptech.ca/ 



http://camptech.ca/ 

Resources for today’s class can be found here: 



Extra: Benchmarking  


